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Week 5 
Research of Dental Cinic’s situation 
in pandemic of COVID-19



Inside a treatment room



Dental Clinic Layout



Changes made during COVID-19



Changes made during COVID-19 Negative pressure room and other solutions





Reopen guidance and PPE





Current Market



Dental Clinics Types & Market



Week 6 
Research, Branstorm & ideation









Week 7
Midterm Presentation 
& Design Directions





















































Week 8
Design Direction Refinement 
& Interviews



Ecosystem Map





Competitor Research











Week  9
Scenarios User Flow 
& Form Development



















Week  10
Form Development & CMF







App work flow



Color palette reference





Week  11
App Wireframes & Rough Models











Week  12
Final Refinements & Models



Mobile App & Desktop template



Scenario



Packaging for Vacuum



Vacuum Form & Placement



Week  13 + 14
Final Presentation
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Connect without Contact

Designed to help dental clinics during COVID-19



Dentist

Clinic Patient

Dental Relationship



Dentist

Clinic Patient

Dental Relationship
Meets COVID-19



Dentist

Clinic Patient
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Closed except emergency

Closed for all



Dentist

Clinic Patient

NECESSITY
Oral hygiene is essential in life.

HIGH RISK
Dental practices involve close contact 
to infectious aerosol.

SMALL BUSINESS
Dental clinics are usually in smaller 
scale so a pandemic may causes 
more impact.

Dental clinics matter



Dentist

Clinic Patient

- No familiar dentist, had to make lots of calls

- Concern about waiting room

- Concern about aerosol

- Not sure about clinic’s action

Patient’s Word

Allen Mao

Tooth Extraction at
Century Grove Dental Care



Dentist

Clinic Patient

aero helps reopen dental clinics, 
connecting dentists and patients 
with peace of minds.



Current Progress

Dr. Konita Wilks

Dental Director at Rancho Research Institute,
Chair of the dental committee of LA County 
Department of Health Services

“We put together a task force to take a look at 
which equipment are the best for dental clinics in 
LA County to reopen, and they recommended 
HEPA filter and extra-oral suction.”



Extra-oral Suction Devices

VacStation
Portable vacuum machine with multiple filter layers and an 
extended tube to reach to the patients.

Loud, Large, Expensive, Tube can be interruptive

Dentists’ Word

“Most of my friends have hard time figuring 
out where to put that big standing vacuum. 
And it‘s way too noisy.”

Dong Whoon Kim, D.D.S.
Owner of DJ Dental Group
ADA, CDA member

“My biggest fear is the aerosol producing 
during procedures.”

Dee Xia,
UCLA Dental Clinic



WS Aerosol Defender from Cefla
Aerosol suction device straped on patients’ mouth, connect 
directly to dental unit & central suction machine.

Extra-oral Suction Devices

VacStation
Portable vacuum machine with multiple filter layers and an 
extended tube to reach to the patients.

Loud, Large, Expensive, Tube can be interruptive Hard to put on, intimidating, no regular suction



WS Aerosol Defender from Cefla
Aerosol suction device straped on patients’ mouth, connect 
directly to dental unit & central suction machine.

Extra-oral Suction Devices

VacStation
Portable vacuum machine with multiple filter layers and an 
extended tube to reach to the patients.

Loud, Large, Expensive, Tube can be interruptive Hard to put on, intimidating, no regular suction

Clinic Layout

High Vacuum

Low Vacuum

Central Pump ↓



Dental experience goes beyond treatment
- Remote consulting

- Reservation management

Patients feel vulnerable during treatment
- Design to build trust

- Make patients feel less intimidated

Dental setup is hard to modify
- Addition vs. renovation

- Adapt to current workflow

What have we learned?



introducing…

aero tunnel

aero patients portal

aero dentists portal



Scenario story









One day our dentist looks at the aero website and he notices that there are two products available to build a cleaner and safer clinic. He 
purchases the two products and then downloads the arrow portal. The first thing he does is to connect aero portal to the existing system. After he 
loads the patients list into the aero, he sends his patients a text message notifying them that this clinic has equipped with aero system.

Meanwhile our patient Miranda has toothache, but she's concerned about whether she should go to her dental clinic during this pandemic. 
Suddenly she received a text from her dentist telling that she can now consult with her dentist online. There is also a code to import import all her 
medical history and personal profile to the app.
She clicks the link and downloads aero portal. She type in the code given from her dentist and import her medical history. After that, she chooses 
to consult with her dentist. She's asked to describe her illness and take a picture. During the process there are popup guidance on the screen to 
guide her to take a better picture. She has to go to the balcony where there are sunlight, and finally she submits a request to her dentist.

Next day, Dentist receives an aero tunnel. In the desktop app he can connect the product to the portal to better monitor the product’s status. 
When he's installing the aero tunnel onto the center pole of the dental operatory, there's a notification on his screen. He looks back at the 
notification, It’s the patients’ requests. He takes a look and writes down his feedback according to the description and pictures. He thinks that 
Miranda definitely needs to visit the clinic so he selects several of his available time slots.

Miranda has received dentist feedback, she also selects her available time slot and the appointment has already been scheduled. At this time she 
is required to take a COVID-19 questionnaire to make sure that she doesn't have any symptoms. 

On the treatment day, Miranda is instructed to wait in the car. While she is waiting, she starts the check-in process, which involves a COVID-19 
safety guidance and another questionnaire to further confirm that she doesn't have any symptoms. After she finishes the questionnaire, she takes 
a look at the real-time room status, it shows that room is being cleaned by the assistant. When her time is up, the app generates a code for her to 
show to the assistant. Miranda puts on her mask and goes to the clinic. She's stopped by an assistant, she's asked to show her check-in code, the 
assistant measures her body temperature and shows her the way in. She meets her dentist in the treatment room, she lies down and sees the 
dentist put on a brand-new shield onto the aero tunnel.

The dentist pulls the air intake closer and it starts working right away. During the treatment, they are not afraid of aerosol at all because the aero 
tunnel sucks in all the aerosol and the plastic shield acts as an extra physical barrier. When the treatment is finished, they all feel safe and secure. 
As Miranda goes out of the clinic to her car, she thinks that this is a really good dental experience, especially in this special time.



This is…

aero tunnel

aero patients portal

aero dentists portal





Extra Function



Dentists’ Word

“Assistants wipe everything down with 
disinfectant cave wipe and replace tape. 
People don't see it.”

Scott Jeon, D.D.S.
Pacific Dental Care

“We provide simple pre-diagnosis to 
patients through photos and phone calls”

“There is questionnaire about COVID 
symptoms released by CDA, most clinics 
are following that standard.”

Dee Xia,
UCLA Dental Clinic





aero tunnel







Gesture Studies





Proof of Concept





Instruction on Package

Shield Pack

Installation 
Guidance



Development Strategies

- Short Term

- Promote to dental clinics: “aero system helps you get back on track.”

- Dental clinics connect to patients through aero portal.

- Promote to patients: “aero makes clinics get safer and cleaner.”

- Long Term

- Develop more attachment devices & connect to aero portal.

- Collaborate with dental equipment companies for more integrated solutions.



With aero, dental clinics can operate more 
efficiently and safely during pandemic by 
offering convenient communication and 
trustful service to patients.



Thank you
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